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Active Search
Given a set of instances and features, find all positive instances as
quickly as possible, by querying label values from user/environment.
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Σ-Op'mality for Ac've Learning
on Graphs [Ma et al. 2013]
Ac've Search on Graphs Using
Sigma-Op'mality [Ma et al. 2014]

Ac've Area Search [Ma et al.
2014]
Ac've Poin'llis'c PaFern Search
[Ma and Sutherland et al. 2015]
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Active Search On Graphs Using Σ-Optimality
Assume: smooth function on given graph
(Gaussian Markov random fields)
Task: find all X nodes interactively

Approach:
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Yifei Ma, Roman GarneF, Jeﬀ Schneider. Σ-Op'mality for Ac've Learning on Gaussian Random Fields. NIPS 2013.
Yifei Ma, Tzu-Kuo Huang, Jeﬀ Schneider. Ac've Search and Bandits on Graphs Using Sigma-Op'mality. UAI 2015.
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Ideas of Σ-Optimality
Multi-armed bandits (select by upper bounds)
previous
ours

arg max µt (i) + ↵t t (i)
i
arg max µt (i) + ↵t ⌃t (i)
i

Where

µt (i) = posterior marginal mean
= posterior marginal std
X
⌃t (i) = t (i) +
⇢t (i, j) t (j)
t (i)

j6=i

Motivation of “Σ”

Marginal std is large on leaf nodes
“Σ” promotes cluster centers
Reduces variance of global mean surveying
Near-optimality from submodularity

Active search:
Fraction of nodes queried

Yifei Ma, Roman GarneF, Jeﬀ Schneider. Σ-Op'mality for Ac've Learning on Gaussian Random Fields. NIPS 2013.
Yifei Ma, Tzu-Kuo Huang, Jeﬀ Schneider. Ac've Search and Bandits on Graphs Using Sigma-Op'mality. UAI 2015.
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Active Pointillistic Pattern Search
Point observations
On the upper level
Pay to observe
Region rewards
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On the lower level
Region integral > threshold
(can replace by a classifier)
Input
Smooth priors
Region definitions
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Yifei Ma, Roman GarneF, Jeﬀ Schneider. Ac've Area Search via Bayesian Quadrature. AISTATS 2014
Yifei Ma and Dougal J. Sutherland, Roman GarneF, Jeﬀ Schneider. Ac've Poin'llis'c PaFern Search. AISTATS 2015
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Our Method

Yifei Ma, Dougal J. Sutherland, Roman Garnett, Jeff Schneider

tives, Pennsylvania House of Representatives, and Pennsylvania State Senate races; the demographic/geographic
kernel was multiplied by a positive-definite covariance matrix amongst the races. We learned the hyperparameters for
this kernel by maximizing the likelihood of the model on
full 2008 election data.

flexibility of our approach with a black-box classifier.

To illustrate this setting, we consider the results(a)
of a largescale simulation of a turbulent fluid in three dimensions over
5
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voters changing their minds over time, and so on); thus observations were made with the true vote share. We seeded
the experiment with a random 10 (out of 16 226) districts
observed; APPS selected from a random subset of 100 proposals at each step. We again used ✓ = 0.7.
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1. First, we divide a region into K sectors. In each sector,
we take the integral of the inner product between the
actual flow vectors and a template. The template is
an “ideal” vortex, but with larger weights in the center
than the periphery. This produces a K-dimensional
summary statistic Lg (f ) for each region.
2. Next, we improve robustness against different flow
speeds in the data by scaling Lg (f ) to have maximum
entry 1, and flip its sign if its mean is negative. Call
the result L̃g (f ).
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Figure 4 shows the mean and standard errors of 15 runs.
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Recall for matching regions

Recall for matching regions

5 Concl
Unbiased precision: points in a region are chosen only to reduce variance
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Ac#ve Sensing with Region Sensing Constraints
Action: observe the mean value on any contiguous region with noise
Objective: find all non-zero entries of a sparse vector.
Intuition: coverage vs. signal decay

(a) True point values
work in progress

(b) search sequence
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Main Contribu#ons
Method: maximize the Information Gain of an observation
Sample complexity for 1-sparse signals:
Õ
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n
required for active sensing;
µ2
⌦(n) any passive sensing under the region-contiguity constraints.
µ : signal strength;

⌦

Can extend to K-sparse signals and nonlinear signal decay functions

work in progress
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Σ-Op'mality for Ac've Learning
on Graphs [Ma et al. 2013]
Ac've Search on Graphs Using
Sigma-Op'mality [Ma et al. 2014]

Ac've Area Search [Ma et al.
2014]
Ac've Poin'llis'c PaFern Search
[Ma and Sutherland et al. 2015]
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More ﬂexible group/region deﬁni'ons
Categorical/mul'-label outcomes
Ordinal regression
Imita'on/reinforcement learning
Epoch parallel ac've search

